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Air pollution: a constant worry


London’s air is one of the most polluted in Europe far
from the recommended levels set by the EU and/or
WHO



Comparatively, Deansfield is rather well located. But
the air pollution created by road traffic on the nearby
Rochester Way is significant.



Air pollution particularly affects children. Regular
exposure to high levels of air pollutants such as
PM2.5, Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ozone, has been
linked to respiratory and cognitive issues



Improving school air
quality is a current
concern all over the
country, and in London
in particular



An Air Quality Audit for
Invicta and Haimo
schools listed “green
screens” as one of
several actions to
improve air quality
within the school
(source: The Mayor’s
School Air Quality Audit
Programme)



Always keeping in mind
that this green wall is
only part of the solution
(expanding the ULEZ for
HGVs…)

Hedges to reduce pollution


Recent RHS research on the benefits of hedges to reduce
air pollution

How does it work?


Upon hitting the leaves, air pollutants will either bounce
away and be sent upward, or be trapped on the leaves and
be washed away by rain
Pollutant
concentration
decreases as
distance from
source increases

Source:
https://link.springer.com/article/
10.1007/s13280-019-01164-3

Key aspects


Thickness, density, and height of the hedge: it must
be thick and dense to stop as much air pollutants as
possible. And the higher the better as it improves
dispersion and decreases the concentration of
pollutants in the air

Based on the RHS research:


Ideal width: 1.5 m or more



Ideal height: 1.5-2 m high or more



Choosing the right varieties of plants: those with large
leaves, rough leaves, many needles, etc. are
particularly good.

What can we expect


The School Air Quality Audit deemed that a green wall is
a “low impact” solution. However, it is one of the few
actions the school can implement itself – as opposed to
waiting for outside measures to be taken by the borough
or government (such as the ULEZ)



According to the RHS Dr Tijina Blanusa, a 1m-deep
privet hedge could decrease fine particles pollution by
approx. 20%



According to another experiment done at the Lordship
Lane Primary School, the pollution levels were reduced
as much as 53%



Any improvement is good!

Advantages of a green wall


Reduces air pollution



Reduces noise pollution



Is beneficial to animal life

Photo: living wall at St
Mary’s Catholic Primary
School in Chiswick, July
2019

How do we proceed?
Overall it is a costly project, but with a long-term viability.
We propose to do it in several “chunks”.



Step 1: filling the gaps in the existing hedge along the
courtyard along Rochester Way (from the Glenesk
building to the gate to the Reception garden)



Step 2: continuing the hedge to include the Reception
garden



Step 3: extending the hedge to the back of the Glenesk
building and the bicycle garage area



After that, we could pursue this project with a green wall
along Glenesk road…

Step 1
Completing the existing hedge



Option 1: we have got a quote from Scotscape – between
ca. £1,300 and £1,550



Option 2: we buy and plant the shrubs ourselves (quote
coming from Classiflora from Helen)



We are putting in an application for funding with the
Council’s Ward Budget - they seem confident we should
get the full amount for the first chunk



We are hopeful the plants could be in place by the end of
the school year

Step 2: Adding a hedge/green
screen in the Reception Garden
This is the place where the children
are the closest to Rochester Way
Several challenges:


Small space, most of which should
be kept for the children



There’s no open ground, which
means we either use planters which
need an irrigation system, or some
of the concrete has to be removed
to plant a hedge in the ground.
Both options are more costly



Narrow point of access from the
courtyard (no room for a planter)



Could the access to the garden be on the other side
of the shed?



Is the wooden door important or can it be blocked?



Would Reception teachers be opened to redesigning
this outdoor space?



Option 1 - Ivy screens
in planters

Scotscape gave us an
estimated price for one
planter (1m long): £610 +VAT

Above: ivy screens at Wyvil Primary
School in South Lambeth, Feb. 2019
(right) Ambler Primary School, ivy
screens, 2018

Option 2 – A hedge planted in the ground


We would have to remove the concrete on the ground,
and the wooden fence



It would take up a band wide of ca. 1.5 m along the
road

Photos: Clifford Bridge Primary School near Coventry; and Fern Hill
Primary School

Option 3 – Installing a new wooden fence or brick
wall, and re-arranging the space to reduce the
children’s exposure


For instance, moving the storing boxes and other units
along the fence, and having the planters elsewhere

Steps for the reception garden


Appeal to parents with relevant skills



Design and estimate of cost



Fundraising



Realisation

Getting the children involved


Monitoring air quality within the school’s grounds

We could work with LSx (London Sustainability Exchange) as they
have already done lots with children and schools – or use the School
Air Quality Audit’s Toolkit


Understanding what a green infrastructure is and how it
works. Comparing different solutions for our problem: a green
screen, green wall, living wall, etc. – which one would work best
for Deansfield?



Helping designing the hedge and reorganising the little garden
(looking at the different functionalities and making them work
together, health and safety)



Participating in the fundraising: coming up with ideas and
helping run the fundraising campaigns

Questions: What do we need
from you today
1.

Reactions to what you’ve heard: do you have any
questions? Overall are you in favour of addressing these
issues?

2.

If yes, do you agree with the ‘chunking’ idea? Would you
prioritise the chunks differently?

3.

How would you like us to work with you? E.g. could we
lead on gathering quotes and ideas and bring them to
you for consultation, engagement with children and
eventual decisions?

4.

Agree timeline for next steps and close

